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Simplify Lease Management
AaraTech`s Lease Management System is a web based software solution for the Equipment Finance and Leasing Industry.
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INTEGRATED ASSET AND LEASE
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
AaraTech`s Leasing Software is powered by a powerful accounting system which
can handle multiple equipment and vehicle lease portfolios. The Accounting System is capable of establishing Credit lines, Manage Payments and Issue invoices.
The Asset Management module provides end-to-end visibility and tracking of
customer`s assets - with options to add unlimited assets per lease, manage depreciation, insurance and taxes for each asset.
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Why Choose Us
AaraTech`s Leasing System is developed by functional experts in the Leasing and Equipment Finance industry. We continually take feedback from our customers to ensure that our product is updated based on evolving requirements. AaraTech`s
Leasing System will increase user productivity, reduce errors and increase your profit margins!

5 REASONS WHY WE ARE DIFFERENT :
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Fully customizable for your
needs.
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Intitutive and interactive User
Interface.

AaraTech`s Leasing System is completely param-

User friendly graphical user interface, with user

eter driven, and can be configured to suit your

defined screens and workflow oriented process-

business needs.

ing, makes complex processes look simple.

Reduced Installation and Configuration Costs.
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Data Migration and System
Integration.

AaraTech`s Leasing System can be run on a web

Easy integration of existing data from your legacy

browser, thus greatly reducing the time needed

internal systems.

for software installation and configuration.
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Over a decade experience in
the banking industry
AaraTech and Group has been serving banks and
financial institutions for over 14 years.

Contact us for a live demo!
www.aaratech.com | info@aaratech.com | +91-44-43434747

